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Abstract. In this work we show how dynamic speckle information can be extracted directly from digital holo-
grams. This allows improving the analysis and characterization of dynamic phenomena by combining dynamic
speckle with digital holographic interferometry measurements. We have studied the drying process of paint coat-
ings, which is a typical study case in the field of dynamic speckle characterization, since the speckle activity (SA)
of drying coatings is known to decay smoothly as a function of time. We recorded both holograms and speckle
images during the process. In this way, we could compare the evolution of global SA calculated from speckle
images by a standard method with the evolution of speckle correlation extracted directly from the holograms. The
results obtained from both methods have shown to be in good agreement. © 2016 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.55.12.121716]
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1 Introduction
Speckle patterns are known to possess information about the
surface of an illuminated object at a scale below that of the
wavelength used.1,2 If the surface of the object under coherent
illumination presents variations over time, a dynamic speckle
pattern arises, which allows an analysis of the object in the
time domain. The degree of change of the speckle patterns
as a function of time is usually called speckle activity (SA),
and several methods have been developed to analyze SA both
qualitatively and quantitatively.3 Among them, we can men-
tion the combination of time history speckle pattern4 and the
inertia moment methods,5 the laser speckle contrast analysis,6

the generalized differences and the weighted generalized
differences methods,7 the Fujii approach,8 and correlation-
based algorithms.3,9 In general, these methods provide SA
maps with pointwise information along the surface of the sam-
ple. Recently, we have also developed a simple algorithm to
quantify globally the SA of dynamic speckle patterns, which
is based on the calculation of the area fraction presenting
variation between consecutive speckle images.10

Despite the fact that SA quantification is really simple and
straightforward, and also due to the complex relation
between speckle patterns and the characteristics of the object
under analysis, a clear understanding and a consistent
explanation linking the observed dynamics with the under-
lying physical processes are still lacking.11 Therefore, the
combined implementation of dynamic speckle methods
and other characterization techniques can bring some light
into the mechanisms giving rise to the observed SA evolution
of a particular object or sample under study. Particularly, the
combination of dynamic speckle methods and digital holo-
graphic interferometry (DHI) is very interesting, since the

latter technique allows measuring interferometric variations
at the surface of the object under study.

Several works have been devoted to the characterization
of dynamic phenomena through implementing dynamic
speckle techniques, being the drying process of paints a typ-
ical study case in this field that we also adopted for this work.
Regarding this particular study case, works found in the lit-
erature are based on speckle interferometry12,13 and dynamic
speckle correlation3,9,14–19 techniques. In a small proportion,
other works employed methods based on DHI to analyze the
drying process of paints.20,21 However, the combination of
both techniques has not been explored so far.

In this work, we show, for the case of the paint drying proc-
ess, the possibility of extracting or recovering the global
dynamic speckle information of the sample contained in a
sequence of acquired holograms. This makes it plausible to
combine both techniques in a single digital holographic
setup without the need of employing a second digital camera
for acquisition of speckle images. In this way, the information
contained in a sequence of holograms of the sample does not
only serve to measure interferometric variations of its surface,
but also to determine the SA evolution of the sample.
Although in this work we extract the global SA of the sample
directly from the correlation of holograms, the implementation
of pointwise algorithms for SA determination is also possible.
Therefore, the results presented here widen the scope of both
dynamic speckle and DHI methods regarding characterization
of dynamic phenomena, due to the possibility of correlating
SA evolution with interferometric variations.22,23

2 Experimental Details
We performed simultaneous measurements of the drying
process of a solvent-based paint coating by acquiring holo-
graphic images and also dynamic speckle images (with
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a second digital camera) in order to compare the SA evolu-
tion extracted from the holograms with that observed directly
from speckle images. The drying process of paint coatings is
a typical and predictable study case in the field of dynamic
speckle, since the observed SA is known to decay smoothly
as a function of time.

We implemented a typical off-axis lensless Fourier digital
holographic arrangement with He–Ne laser illumination and
a 5 MP CMOS camera (Moticam® 5, 2592 × 1944 pixels).
Also, a 1 MP CMOS camera (Moticam® 1SP, 1284 ×
1024 pixels) with a focusing lens was used for recording
speckle images formed right onto the surface of the painted
region. A simplified scheme of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1.

Two different cases were analyzed, namely: (1) a drying
paint droplet deposited onto a horizontal surface, so as to
avoid flowing and have a definite shape, and (2) a painted
region onto a vertical surface, so as to allow free flowing
due to gravity and observe painted regions differing in thick-
ness. Specific details of image acquisition parameters are
given as follows for each experiment.

For each studied case, we acquired sequences of holo-
graphic and speckle images. All images were treated as
8-bit grayscale maps; holograms were filtered as described

as follows to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the dynamic
speckle information contained in them. The correlation coef-
ficient between successive holograms was calculated and
used as a measure of SA. This parameter is inversely propor-
tional to the degree of SA of the analyzed object, i.e., a high-
correlation coefficient implies similar images or low SA and
vice versa. In turn, speckle images were processed using
the algorithm described in the Appendix. Image processing
was performed through algorithms implemented in the
MATLAB® software.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Drying Droplet onto a Horizontal Surface

We deposited a small droplet of paint onto a horizontal sur-
face and left it to dry at room temperature. During the drying
process, we acquired speckle images every second and holo-
grams every 15 s. Therefore, after a total observation time
of 150 min, we acquired 9000 speckle images and 600
holograms.

The object under study cannot be directly observed in the
holograms, but the information about its three-dimensional
shape and speckle field is contained in them. In Fig. 2(a),
we present the time evolution of the correlation coefficient
(or speckle correlation) calculated between consecutive
raw holograms. For this, we used the corr2 MATLAB®

function, which returns the two-dimensional correlation
coefficient between two images treated as matrices. As men-
tioned previously, this coefficient measures the similarity of
the given images (with 1 meaning identical and 0 meaning
completely different images). Therefore, a higher correlation
coefficient corresponds to a lower degree of SA. This coef-
ficient varied slightly as a function of time due to the
dynamic nature of the speckle field reaching the CMOS sen-
sor, after reflecting at the drying droplet. Moreover, obtained
values increased to the end of the process, evidencing a
diminution of SA. Despite this, the values of the vertical
axis in this graph indicate that all holograms were very sim-
ilar, with correlation coefficients differing by less than 2%
around 0.96. In other words, the weak dynamic speckle
information (or signal) contained in the holograms is hin-
dered by the intense background contribution of the refer-
ence beam (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio is low). However,
this signal could be considerably improved by filtering out
the information of the reference beam. For this, we just

Fig. 1 Simplified diagram of the experimental digital off-axis lensless
Fourier holographic arrangement with a second CMOS camera with
lens to acquire the sequence of speckle images. Laser: He–Ne; BS:
beam splitter; Mi : mirrors; NDF: neutral density filter; MOi : microscope
objectives and pinholes; OB: object beam; RB: reference beam;
CMOS: digital cameras.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Time evolution of speckle correlation obtained between consecutive (a) raw and (b) filtered holo-
grams. Improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio is evidenced by both variation of the vertical scale and
curve smoothness.
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selected the region of the frequency domain corresponding to
the virtual image, after performing an inverse fast Fourier
transform to the hologram, which is equivalent to applying
a bandpass filter to the spatial frequencies present in the
hologram.24,25 In this way, we could get rid of the intense
and low-frequency signals coming from the reference beam
and conserve the frequencies related to the object itself and,
simultaneously, to the varying speckle field.

The resulting time evolution of correlation coefficient
between filtered holograms is shown in Fig. 2(b). There
was a considerable improvement of the dynamic speckle sig-
nal (i.e., of the signal-to-noise ratio), which is evidenced by
the values of the vertical axis in the graph (ranging now from
about 0.4 to 0.9). After 45 min, the curve started to increase
monotonically, i.e., SA started to diminish monotonically.
This resembles the typical time evolution of SA for a drying
paint process. The origin of the oscillations observed during
the first 45 min still needs to be clarified and will be the
scope of future research. At first sight, they seem to be
related with the initial evaporation process of solvents,
which might provide interesting information.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between normalized
SA values calculated from speckle images (points),
acquired with the second digital camera of the experimental
setup, and SA information extracted from the correlation

coefficient between holograms (solid line), as mentioned
previously.

Each point in this plot corresponds to the SA value calcu-
lated from 10 consecutive speckle images. Since speckle
images were acquired every second, the total elapsed time
between two consecutive points is 10 s, as is detailed in
Appendix. To allow for comparisons between both evolution
curves, we have transformed the values of the curve in
Fig. 2(b) to get a decaying trend and we have also normalized
them. For normalization, to the range between 0 (lowest SA)
and 1 (highest SA), we chose 1 as the SAvalue of each curve
at the time for which the curve of Fig. 2(b) started to increase
monotonically (or, correspondingly, SA started to decay
monotonically). This time corresponded to about 45 min.
As seen in Fig. 3, both curves have shown a very good agree-
ment. As a remarkable fact, and mainly due to the image
filtering process, the curve extracted from digital holograms
presented a considerably lower dispersion than that obtained
from speckle images.

3.2 Painted Region onto a Vertical Surface

We proceed now to show the results obtained from our sec-
ond experiment, consisting of determining the SA evolution
of a painted region onto a vertical surface. The paint was
applied to the surface by using a plane rectangular stamp.
As mentioned before, the vertical surface allowed paint to
flow due to gravity but it is worth noting that, once applied,
flowing took only a few seconds until paint reached a fixed
shape and started drying. This was confirmed by analyzing
the reconstructed images of the drying paint from holograms.
Therefore, the period of time during which flowing of paint
could contribute to the observed speckle correlation or SA
values can be neglected if compared with the 2-h total obser-
vation period of time. Speckle and hologram images were
acquired at different rates in this experiment, namely
every 5 and 60 s, respectively, during the drying process.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the evolution of speckle cor-
relation coefficients obtained from raw holograms [Fig. 4(a)]
and filtered holograms [Fig. 4(b)]. The correlation coefficient
varied in a similar way as in the previous case. A low signal-
to-noise ratio was again observed in the raw holograms,
as evidenced by the values in the vertical axis scale. After
high-pass filtering the holographic images, to reduce the
contribution of the reference beam signal, the information
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Fig. 3 Comparison between SA calculated from speckle images
through the algorithm described in the Appendix (points) and SA
extracted from the holograms through calculation of correlation
coefficient (solid line). Values of both curves were normalized to
the corresponding SA value at the time for which the correlation
coefficient started to decay monotonically (i.e., after about 45 min).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 (a) Time evolution of speckle correlation between consecutive raw holograms and (b) time evo-
lution of speckle correlation after filtering the holographic images.
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related to the variation of the speckle field resulted consid-
erably improved. The evolution of correlation coefficient,
which increased as a function of time, was also consistent
with a diminution of SA. We recall that as hologram images
become more similar, the correlation coefficient between
them gets higher and the degree of SA diminishes.

The comparison between normalized SA values calcu-
lated from speckle images (points) and from hologram cor-
relation (solid line) is shown in Fig. 5. In this case, speckle
images were processed in groups of N ¼ 10 to calculate a
single global SA point of the curve, as detailed in the
Appendix. Thus, with τ ¼ 5 s, each SA value is an average
of 10 consecutive speckle images over a temporal extension
Δτ ¼ 50 s. In turn, the SA curve extracted from hologram
correlation (solid line) is an interpolation of points separated
by 60-s time intervals.

In this experiment, the agreement of both curves is not as
good as in the previous case. However, the comparison is
acceptable by taking into account that the elapsed time
between acquired images was considerably higher than
that for the drying droplet, i.e., holograms were acquired
each 60 s instead of 15 s and speckle images were acquired
each 5 s instead of 1 s. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect a
smoother curve obtained from speckle images, since we are
averaging images over a longer time period. In counterpart,
correlation between holograms is prone to be lost for increas-
ing time between them, since it is strongly affected by vibra-
tions, thermal fluctuations, influence of spurious reflections,
and so on. In other words, the correlation between holograms
acquired further in time is more affected by experimental
noise than between holograms acquired nearer in time.
From this, we conclude that a worst agreement between
obtained curves in this second experiment is not surprising
but raises up the relevance of choosing an adequate sampling
rate for determining correlation between holograms.

In general, both speckle and hologram images should be
acquired at a relatively high rate. However, holographic
images are stored in quite big image files and image process-
ing time will then increase in linear proportion to the amount
of acquired images. In this context, there is a compromise
between time resolution to get a better correlation between
images, computing time, and storage capabilities. From the
aforementioned results, it is evident that the acquisition
parameters used in the case of the droplet were enough to
obtain a good agreement between the evolution of SA and
that of speckle correlation between holograms. However,
this will strongly depend on each particular case of study.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the results presented in this work evidence
that the global dynamic speckle information of the object
under study is readily available in the raw holograms and
can be extracted without the need of numerically reconstruct-
ing the holograms. Despite the fact that the speckle informa-
tion in the raw holograms has a low signal-to-noise ratio, it
can be considerably enhanced by simple filtering processes.
This information can be correlated with good agreement to
the degree of SA in the object under study. Moreover, the
reconstruction of holograms and their subsequent compari-
son yield even more information about the evolution of mor-
phology of the object or surface under analysis. Although we
extracted the global SA information directly from the corre-
lation of holograms, pointwise algorithms for SA mapping
are also applicable, as mentioned before. Therefore, the com-
bination of dynamic speckle and DHI methods in a single
technique (DHI in this case) opens a new spectrum of pos-
sibilities to characterize dynamic phenomena, which has
been so far unexplored. In this context, this work aims to
contribute to the field of nondestructive optical techniques
for characterization of dynamic phenomena.

Appendix: Determination of SA from Speckle
Images
In the context of this work, global SAwas analyzed through a
simple method that counts the average fraction of pixels
whose intensity Iði; jÞ changes as a function of time in
more than certain amount, r, called speckle noise. The details
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Fig. 5 Comparison between SA calculated from speckle images
through the algorithm described in the Appendix (points) and SA
extracted from the holograms through calculation of correlation coef-
ficient (solid line). Curves were normalized to their highest SA value.

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the speckle image acquisition proc-
ess. Images or frames are acquired with a time interval τ between
them and arranged in groups of N frames from which a single global
SA value is obtained. Therefore, each SA value represents an aver-
age activity along an elapsed time Δτ ¼ ðN − 1Þτ.
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of this method are described elsewhere,10 and here we limit
to show its basic equation, which reads

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;730SA ¼ 1

m × n

XN−1

k¼1

1

N − 1

Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

Θ½jIkþ1ði; jÞ − Ikði; jÞj − r�;

(1)

where N is the number of images from which a single SA
value should be determined, Ik is the k’th image, m and n
are the image sizes, and ΘðxÞ is the well-known Heaviside
function. Therefore, each SA value calculated through
Eq. (1) corresponds to an average activity over N images,
which were captured during a total temporal extension
Δτ ¼ ðN − 1Þτ, where τ is the time interval between each
image acquisition. In Fig. 6, we show a schematic illustration
of the global SA calculation process by means of this
method.
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